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Thymidylate synthase (TS) is an enzyme that catalyses the reductive 
methylation of dUMP to produce dTMP in the thymine nucleotide synthesis. The 
Michael addition and ternary covalent complex formation are considered as important 
steps involved in the inhibition mechanism of a known anticancer drug, 5-FU. The 
effect of functional group substitution on the C-5 position of dUMP substrate with 
halogen atoms (F-, Cl- and Br- ) and electron withdrawing (CN-, NO2-) and donating 
(NH2-, OH-) groups towards the TS stability is investigated by means of molecular 
dynamics simulation technique. The simulated results showed that an additionally 
unique hydrogen bond between the substituted group of dUMP analogues and the 
hydroxyl group of Y94 was observed in most systems except CldUMP and BrdUMP 
analogues. The MM/PBSA binding free energy provides the orders of averaged 
binding affinity are: CldUMP ~ FdUMP > dUMP > BrdUMP for halogen analogues 
and CNdUMP ~ NO2dUMP > OHdUMP ~ NH2dUMP for electron withdrawing and 
donating analogues. Based on the B3LYP/6-31+G*-CHARMM hybrid method, the 
Michael addition and ternary covalent complex formation between dUMP and mTHF 
substrates to form the methylene bridging intermediate is determined via a concerted 
mechanism. By following the several tests of QM/MM approaches, the SCS-MP2 
method with aug-cc-pVTZ basis sets is selected for reaction energy profile evaluation. 
Due to the close of activation energy with FdUMP anticancer drug and high affinity 
of the binding in CldUMP analogue, therefore, we proposed that the CldUMP 
analogue has a potent to be the new candidate inhibitor against thymidylate synthase 
function.  
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

The DNA double helix is fundamentally constructed by sequential 

combination of nucleotide monomers which is sub-classified to four different types 

(adenine, cytosine, guanine and thymine) depending on nitrogenous bases. Because 

the thymine starvation leads to cell apoptosis in according to the thymineless death 

phenomenon, the thymidylate synthase in thymine synthesis becomes an interesting 

anticancer target for cancer chemotherapy treatment. Due to the thymidylate synthase 

required for thymine nucleotide synthesis, fundamental information on intermolecular 

interactions and binding affinity of mTHF, dUMP substrates and the dUMP analogues 

as well as catalytic mechanism with the enzyme is very useful to develop the new 

effective inhibitor against the thymidylate sythase function in future.  

1.1 What is cancer? 

Cancer is characterized by the out of control in cell growth and division[1]. 

Due to the high cell reproduction and proliferation rate, the multiplication results to 

the formation of a cluster cell mass or tumor consequently. The tumor is classified in 

two majority types, benign and malignant tumors[2,3] (Fig. 1.1) depending on its 

spreading ability. 

 

Figure 1.1 The comparison of abnormal cell division (neoplasm) between benign and 

malignant tumors[4] 
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The benign tumor is usually defined as a group of cells which presents the 

different pattern of cell division from the normal cells (not cancerous). Generally, this 

tumor does not invade the surrounding tissues or rarely spread out to the other parts of 

the body. Its border of is well defined by CT scanning and effectively removed by 

surgery treatment. However, the benign tumor which occurs in a sensitive location, 

brain tumor for example, also has a serious impact for treatment as well.  

Unlike the benign tumor, the malignant tumor (cancerous) invades the 

surrounding tissues and spreads out to other parts of the body through vascular or 

lymphatic systems. The process of spreading from one organ to another is called 

metastasis as simply shown in Fig. 1.2. Although the cancer metastasis has affected to 

other areas of the body, the initiation organ is still used to identify the type of cancer 

disease. 

 

 

 

Figure 1.2 The schematic of cancer cell development  
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1.2 Cancer staging 

Cancer staging is the preferably fundamental criteria to identify the severity of 

cancer disease using location of the primary tumor, tumor size, number of tumors, 

lymph node involvement and metastasis[5]. American Joint Committee on Cancer 

(AJCC)[6, 7] and International Union for Cancer Control (UICC)[8] recommends the 

TNM system for cancer stage guidelines. This system monitors the size of the primary 

tumor (T), spreading ability to the lymph node (N) and the presence of metastases (M) 

an important signal for staging identification. The followed number on each letter 

indicates to the severity level of each parameter (Fig. 1.3). 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1.3 An example of esophageal tumor staging in Tumor-Node-Metastasis 

(TNM) classification system[9] 
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1.3 Cancer chemotherapy 

Cancer chemotherapy is the administration of cytotoxic agents to control 

cancer cells where the effectiveness of this treatment depending on the ability of cell 

division inhibition. Most of the chemotherapeutic drugs effects to some particular 

phases of the cycle known as the cycle–specific drugs. Therefore, it is necessary to 

understand the mechanism of anticancer drug inhibition on the specific target in cell 

division cycle. Till now, anticancer drugs are classified into three different types 

according to the mechanism mode of inhibition as[10] 

1. DNA building block inhibition (antimetabolite) 

2. Directly damage to the DNA  

3. Mitosis phase inhibition   

Unfortunately, all of the chemotherapy protocol not only kills the cancer cell 

but it also affects to the healthy cells as well. 

 

 

 

1.4 Antimetabolite drug 

Antimetabolite agent is the substance that has mimic structures with the 

natural nucleic acid  substrate and co-interferes to the DNA or RNA metabolic 

pathway during the cell reproduction process[11]. This similarity allows the 

antimetabolite agents to serve as a false substrate leading to the un-required product 

(false nucleobase) and interruption of cell division consequently. In general, 

antimetabolite agents can be classified in several classes: anti-folate, purine and 

pyrimidine analogues[12] where the chemical structures of these analogues are shown 

in the Fig. 1.4-1.6, respectively.  
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Figure 1.4 Chemical structures of folic acid and example of folic acid based 

anticancer drugs 

 

 

 

Figure 1.5 Chemical structures of purine, purine based nucleotide example of purine 

based anticancer drugs 
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Figure 1.6 Chemical structures of pyrimidine, pyrimidine based nucleotide example 

of pyrimidine based anticancer drugs 

 

 

1.5 Overall catalysis of thymidylate synthase enzyme 

In DNA replication, the DNA double helix is constructed by sequential 

combination of deoxynucleotide triphosphate monomer (dATP, dTTP, dCTP and 

dGTP). Since the thymine starvation results to the thymineless death phenomenon, 

inhibition of thymine synthesis process has been interested and proposed to be one of 

the potential targets for cancer controlling. The thymidylate synthase[13] (TS, Fig. 1.7) 

has known as an enzyme that catalyzes the reductive methylation of 2-deoxyuridine-

5-monophosphate (dUMP) to produce 2-deoxythymidine-5-monophosphate (dTMP) 

using the 5,10-methylene-5,6,7,8-tetrahydrofolate (mTHF) cofactor[14-18]. In addition, 

the relation of H4-folate content and number of dTMP formation was discovered by 

Humphreys and Greenberg in 1958[19]. The later studies by Friedkin using tritium 

isotopic label demonstrated that the tritium-labeled H4-folate was transferred to the 

methyl group of dTMP product. Therefore, this folate cofactor not only plays as 

carbon donor but it is confirmed to serve as a reducing agent during the thymine 

synthesis.  
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Figure 1.7 The X-ray crystal structure of E. coli thymidylate synthase homodimer in 

ternary complex of with THF and dUMP molecules bound[20] 

 

 

1.6 Molecular Mechanism of thymidine synthesis  

Although the overall catalyzed reaction is presented by reductive methylation, 

molecular mechanism of this reaction can be separately considered via multi-step 

reaction mechanism[14] (Fig. 1.8). Prior to initiation reaction, the TS enzyme active 

site is sequentially bound with dUMP and mTHF to generate binary and ternary 

complexes respectively[21]. During the non-covalent ternary complex formation, 

configuration of the mTHF cofactor is substantial adjusted and activated 

simultaneously with conformational change in the TS binding domain. Interestingly, 

the mTHF binding into the active site involves the several intrinsic steps which are 

concomitantly occurred including the non-covalent ternary complex association, 

enzyme active site conformational closure and mTHF conformational activation[17, 22, 

23].  
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Figure 1.8 Multi-step reductive methylation mechanism proposed for thymidylate 

synthase (TS) enzyme by Carreras and Santi 

It should be noted that the nucleophilic attack (Michael addition) by the 

reactive cysteine (146) at the C-6 position of dUMP occurs simultaneously with tight 

binding of the mTHF cofactor into TS protein. Afterwards, the C-5 position of dUMP 

is activated during Michael addition ongoing which consequently leads to the ternary 

covalent complex formation between dUMP and mTHF cofactor (intermediate V)[24]. 

This step is followed by β-elimination reaction which Y94-proposed base abstracts 

the C-5 proton of dUMP[25] (intermediate VI) and generates exocyclic methylene 

(intermediate VII) consequently. Finally, this intermediate is reduced by a transfer of 

hydride from the H4-folate to produce dTMP and H2-folate[24]. This description is 

widely agreed in the main mechanistic route of overall reaction, however, some of the 

minor details still open for discussion. 
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1.7 Inhibition mechanism of the FdUMP and the C-5 substituted analogues 

 The 5-fluoro-dUMP (FdUMP), a metabolite form of 5-fluorouracil anticancer 

drug[26], is an example of the successful dUMP analogue which co-reacts and forms 

the ternary covalent complex intermediate with the mTHF cofactor in a similar way as 

the native dUMP substrate[21, 23] (Fig. 1.9A and B). Differently, the new C-F bonding 

presents more strength and requires more dissociation energy than the native C-H 

bonding leading to the termination of β-elimination reaction and its following reaction 

(Fig. 1.9B). Therefore, the FdUMP molecule is likely trapped in ternary covalent 

intermediate resulting to an irreversibility of enzyme function finally.  

In addition, the fluorine substituent not only interferes to the β-elimination 

reaction but it also influences to the C-5 atomic charge as well. The change of atomic 

charge according to the substituent inducement is proposed to influence to the 

reactivity of Michael addition reaction and ternary covalent complex formation 

consequently[27]. Because the ternary covalent intermediate formation is involved by 

many simultaneous steps, therefore, the description of C-5 substituent effect 

responsible to the ternary covalent complex formation without any interference by the 

other intrinsic reactions is limited in an experimental framework study. 

 

Figure 1.9 Comparison of the first three steps of reductive methylation between the 

normal metabolic process of dUMP (A) and FdUMP analogue (B) 
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1.8 Mechanistic indetermination of methylene bridging intermediate formation  

Although the methylene bridging intermediate has been isolated and 

confirmed in experimental investigations[28, 29], the mechanism for its formation has 

not been conclusively determined, due to its fast formation[17, 23, 30]. Therefore, 

understanding of its reaction mechanistic details are required. After the initiation of 

the Michael addition step, the thio-ether linkage is formed in concomitantly with the 

C-5 nucleophilicity increasing which is followed by covalent bonding formation with 

the methylene of mTHF to form a methylene bridging intermediate. However, 

catalytic mechanisms for Michael addition and covalent complex formation have been 

previously proposed in both concerted and stepwise mechanisms[14, 28, 31-33]. In the 

stepwise mechanism (Fig 1.10A), it is proposed that a keto-enolate intermediate is 

formed prior to covalent complex formation, whereas in the concerted mechanism 

(Fig 1.10B) the keto-enolate intermediate is not formed. Hence, the existence of a 

keto-enolate intermediate is still undetermined at present. 

 

 

Figure 1.10 The two possible schemes of methylene bridging intermediate formation 

in (A) stepwise and (B) concerted mechanisms 
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1.9 Research rationale 

As mentioned above, inhibition of the thymine synthesis process becomes an 

important target in cancer chemotherapy treatment due to the thymineless death 

phenomenon. The fundamental data of thymidylate synthese and its substrates binding 

interaction as well as the catalytic mechanism is necessary required for the synthetic 

chemists and pharmacists who are developing the new effective thymidylate synthase 

inhibitor.  Molecular investigation in an experimental framework is quite limited due 

to the microscopic problem, therefore, molecular dynamics simulation is the 

alternative method that is complementary used to investigate molecular basis of 

binding interaction, binding affinity and thermodynamics stability between the 

enzyme and substrates as well as its modified analogues.  Moreover, the activation 

energy requirement of each analogue in the critical inhibitory step also provides the 

kinetic reactivity of reaction according to the change of dUMP functional group in 

relative to the native dUMP substrate. By following, the analogue which presents the 

high binding affinity to the enzyme and required the lower activation energy 

comparing to the native dUMP substrate is potentially proposed as the new effective 

inhibitor against the thymidylate synthase.  

 

 

1.10 Objectives 

 In this work, the acceptable computational chemistry methods such as the 

molecular dynamics simulation (MD) and hybrid quantum mechanics/molecular 

mechanics (QM/MM) were selected to investigate the molecular interactions and 

catalytic mechanism of thymidylate synthase enzyme with mTHF and dUMP 

substrate as well as the various C-5 functional group analogues of dUMP. The aims of 

this work cover:   

1. To investigate the effect of halogen substitutions (–F, –Cl and –Br atoms) 

on the C-5 position of dUMP in the complex with and without mTHF 

(binary and ternary complexes) to non-covalent ternary complex stability 

prior to the initiation of Michael addition reaction  
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2. To investigate the effect of electron withdrawing (–CN, –NO2) and 

donating (–OH, –NH2) functional group substitutions on the C-5 position 

of dUMP to intermolecular interactions and binding affinity toward TS in 

the presence of mTHF cofactor  

3. To determine the molecular mechanism of methylene bridging 

intermediate formation involved in Michael addition and ternary covalent 

complex formation reactions  

4. To evaluate and compare the required activation energy usage of all dUMP 

analogues in the Michael addition and ternary covalent complex formation 

reactions 

 

 

1.11 Scope of this work 

The scope of this study is one-by-one corresponding to the objectives as: 

1. MD simulation of the thymidylate synthase enzyme with dUMP substrate 

compared to its three halogen analogues (FdUMP, CldUMP and BrdUMP) 

in complex with and without mTHF cofactor  

2. MD simulation of the thymidylate synthase enzyme in comparison 

between the dUMP analogue which is substituted by electron withdrawing 

(–CN, –NO2) and donating (–OH, –NH2) groups    

3. Mechanistic identification of the methylene bridging formation in ternary 

complex by 2-dimentional energy potential surface scanning using 

B3LYP/6-31+G*-CHARMM hybrid method 

4. Activation energy barrier of the Michael addition and ternary covalent 

complex formation reactions in all dUMP analogues by B3LYP, BLYP 

and BH&HLYP functional and SCS-MP2 methods    
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CHAPTER II 

THEORITICAL BACKROUND 

 

2.1 Molecular mechanics  

Molecular mechanics (MM) is classical mechanics based model which 

describes molecular structure by balls-springs connection. The different kind of atoms 

and bonds are also identified in the meaning of ball size and length respectively. 

Based on this treatment, molecular properties can be well studied. Molecular 

mechanics framework assumes the energy of molecule is arisen from geometry 

changing through bond stretching, bond bending and bond torsional rotation which 

are  simply expressed by classical equation such as harmonic oscillator function.  

Moreover, the attractive and repulsive inter atomic interactions are also considered by 

Lennard-Jones and Coulomb equations. All existed constants on these equations are 

called from database library which is obtained from experimental data or ab initio 

calculation. Therefore, the accuracy of calculated result is mainly depended on the 

reasonability of database parameters. The total potential energy of a molecule can be 

written in a summation of all separated interaction terms by this following: 

  

Etotal  =   Ebond  +   Eangle  +  Edihedral  +  Eimproper + Eele  + EvdW             (2.1) 

 

2.1.1 Bond stretching 

 

Figure 2.1 Bond distance identification between any two atoms 
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The bond stretching function, Ebond, on each pair atoms can be simply written 

by followed the Hooke’s law for a spring in a harmonic form as: 

  

 
bonds

2
0bbond r - rk 

2

1
     E                                           (2.2) 

Where kb is the force constant for the bond, r is the actual bond length in the 

structure between the two atoms defining the bond and r0 is the equilibrium distance 

for the bond. The sum runs over all the bonds that have been defined in the system. 

Because the energy is in harmonic form (Fig 2.2) it means that the energy of the bond 

will increase steadily without limit as it is distorted from its equilibrium value, r0. 

 

2.1.2 Bond bending 

 

Figure 2.2 Bond angle identification between any three atoms 

 

The Eangle term represents the change of energy according to the distortion of 

bond angle from its equilibrium position, θ0.  Similar as the bond energy term, the 

bond angle is also given by the Hookian potential with respect to angle by this 

following: 

 
angle

2
0θangle θ - θk 

2

1
     E                                            (2.3) 

The extra parameter, kθ, is force constant for the angle and the θ0 is its 

equilibrium value where the molecule is at rest.  
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2.1.3 Torsion angle 

 

Figure 2.3 Torsion angle or dihedral angle identification between four atoms 

 The third type of bonding term, Edihedral, is the term that describes how the 

energy of a molecule changes due to the bond rotation. In contrast, harmonic form for 

dihedral energy is not usually appropriate because the whole range of angles from 0º 

to 360º may be reproduced in periodic function. Therefore, the dihedral energy can 

then be written as: 

   
dihedral

ndihedral δ-nω cos1V 
2

1
     E                               (2.4) 

2.1.4 Improper 

 

Figure 2.4 Improper dihedral angle or out-of-plane angle identification 

between four atoms 
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 The fourth term in Equation (2.1) represents the out-of-plane motional energy 

which is often necessary for planar groups, such as sp2 hybridized carbons and 

aromatic systems due to the planarity maintaining during calculation. The improper 

dihedral angle is differently defined from dihedral angle because the i, j, k and l atoms 

are not directly bonded to each other. The calculation of the angle, however, remains 

similar with the proper dihedral angle. 

   
improper

nimproper δ-nω cos1V 
2

1
     E                         (2.5) 

 

 

2.1.5 Electrostatic energy 

 An electrostatic energy, Eelec, is accounted from electrostatic interactions 

between the two distributed charge atoms. In molecular mechanics, atomic charge is 

simply assigned on each individual atom whist sum of all atomic charges indicates to 

the total molecular net charge. The electrostatic interactions are described by 

Coulombic potential function as: 

 


j i ij

ji

0
elec r

qq
  

 4π

1
    E


                                           (2.6) 

Where qi and qj are the fractional charges on atoms i and j and rij is the 

distance between the two particles which is run over all pair atoms. The pre-factor 

term, 1/4πε0, is the dielectric constant that will have the value 1 when the system is in 

vacuum. It should be noted that the partial atomic charge on each atoms are constantly 

presented during a calculation. Instead of the partial atomic charges, it is possible to 

define other representations of the charge distribution such as dipole-dipole 

interaction but the results have not been shown in more significantly accuracy than 

the simple point-charge model. 
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2.1.6 van der Waals interaction 

The van der Waals interactions are wildly used to describe steric interactions 

of molecule. It is important factor to determine the overall molecular conformation 

especially in three-dimensional structure of many bio-molecules. Commonly, the 

Lennard-Jones function which represents sum of repulsive and attractive terms is used 

for van der Waals evaluation.  


pairsj    i

6
ij

ij

12
ij

ij
vdw r

B
 - 

r

A
     E                                              (2.7) 

The Aij and Bij factors are constant which is depended on the specific type of 

atom i and j where the repulsive part of the curve is produced by the 1/r12
ij term and 

the attractive part by 1/r6
ij. The shape of the Lennard-Jones potential is example 

plotted as shown in Fig. 2.5.  

 

 

Figure 2.5 The Lennard-Jones pair potential energy curve  
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2.2 Molecular dynamics  

As we have known that molecular motion is essential for all chemical 

interactions. For example, the binding of substrates to enzymes, the binding of 

antigens to antibodies, the binding of regulatory proteins to DNA, and the 

mechanisms of enzyme catalysis are also required the movement of molecule to 

success its process. Molecular dynamics (MD) simulation is an important method that 

monitors time-dependent processes in molecular systems in order to study their 

structural, dynamic, and thermodynamic properties by propagating a set of molecular 

coordinates and its velocities by numerical solving the Newton's equations of motion.  

 The difference between molecular mechanics and dynamics is now compared 

in an example of bond length optimization simply. In molecular mechanics, the bond 

length would be decreased until its potential energy was reached, Fig. 2.6A. The bond 

length in molecular dynamics calculation is also decreased continuously until to the 

equilibrium length. However, the optimum bond length is still oscillated around its 

equilibrium value instead of static bonding, Fig. 2.6B. In other words, in mechanics 

the potential energy is minimized, while the kinetic energy of the molecule is ignored. 

In a dynamics trajectory, both potential and kinetic energy are studied and the total 

energy is conserved by the motion. 

 

Figure 2.6 The potential energy for bond length minimization compared between (A) 

Molecular mechanics and (B) Molecular dynamics methods. 
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2.2.1 The Time Dependent Algorithms 

The involved bond stretching, angle bending, dihedral torsions, van der Waals 

interactions, and electrostatic interactions are described by potential energy function 

as mentioned in molecular mechanics section. Then, we will further solve molecular 

motion as a function of time based on the Integrating Newton's Laws of motion 

concept.  

 

2
A

2

AAAAA dt

rd
m    

dt

dv
m   am    F                          (2.8) 

                          

2.2.1.1 Verlet Algorithm 

Based on the finite-difference methods, the Taylor expansion of the position at 

the time t + Δt can be written as: 

      ...  Δt a(t) 
2

1
   Δttv    tr    Δt  tr 2                               (2.9) 

Where v(t) is the velocity vector and a(t) is the acceleration. If we truncate on 

the second order and use Taylor expansions corresponding to forward and reverse of 

the time steps, Δt and –Δt, we will have: 

       Δt a(t) 
2

1
   Δttv    tr    Δt  tr 2                                (2.10) 

       Δt a(t) 
2

1
   Δttv    tr    Δt  tr 2                                (2.11) 

 

summation of  (2.10) and (2.11): 

 

     2Δt a(t)    Δt)r(t  tr 2    Δt  tr                                 (2.12) 

 

 This is known as the Verlet algorithm. If the acceleration is substituted by the 

force, then: 

     2Δt
m

F
    Δt)r(t  tr 2    Δt  tr 






                            (2.13) 
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These two steps are repeated for every time step for each atom in the 

molecule. The velocity does not appear in the expression but it can be obtained by 

subtraction of (2.10) by (2.11). 

     
Δt 2

Δt - tr  -  Δt  tr
    tv AA

A


                                    (2.14) 

 

This algorithm is executed in two steps: 

1. Use the current position, r(t), to calculate the current force, F, 

(Eq.2.8) 

2. Use the current and previous positions, r(t) and r(t–Δt), together 

with the current force, F, (calculated in step 1) to calculate the next 

position r(t+Δt), (Eq.2.13) 

 

2.1.1.2 Leap frog algorithm 

To more improve the Verlet velocity, the leap-frog algorithm is developed by 

its half-step scheme where the velocities are evaluated at the midpoint of the position 

and vice versa. 
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Subtract 2.15 by 2.16 and rearrange: 
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Using the same procedure for the Taylor expansion of the rt position at the t + 

Δt/2 time point with Δt/2 time step, we get: 
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Subtract 2.18 by 2.19 and rearrange: 

        Δt 
2

Δt
 tv     tr    Δt tr 






                             (2.20) 

The (2.17) and (2.20) equations are called the leapfrog algorithm which is 

reputed to be one of the most accurate and stable techniques for molecular dynamics 

simulation usage. 

 

 

In the leapfrog scheme, the atomic position is depended on the velocity which 

is calculated in the one-half time step out of phase. The velocity are first calculated at 

time t + Δt/2 and used to predict the positions of the particles at time t + Δt. Then, the 

velocities leap over the positions and the positions leap over the velocities in vice 

versa. 

 

The leap-frog algorithm is executed in three steps: 

1. Use the current position, r(t), to calculate the current force, F, 

(Eq.2.8) 

2. Use the current force, F, and previous mid-step velocity, v(t-Δt/2), to 

calculate the next mid-step velocity, v(t+Δt/2), (Eq.2.16) 

3. Use the current position, r(t), and the next mid-step velocity, 

v(t+Δt/2), (from step 2) to calculate the position in the next step, 

r(t+Δt), (Eq.2.20) 
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2.2.2 Periodic boundary condition 

One of the most important applications of molecular simulations is the 

investigated system in condensed phase or solution because most of the chemical and 

biochemical reaction occurs in solution. Therefore, the system in MD simulation 

should be extremely solvated by solvent molecules for realistic. Unlike the cluster 

system, the condense phase system has an infinite in extent. It is very hard to simulate 

a huge number of solvent molecules in infinite system directly due to the 

computational limitation. The most wildly approximation which is used to represent 

the environmental effect of the simulated system is periodic boundary conditions 

(PBC) method. In this approximation, the infinite condense phase is constructed by 

periodically repeated by a series of identical finite system itself (Fig. 2.7). Thus, the 

boundaries region and edge effect is not further found. The most common option 

which is used for three dimensional extended in PBC approximation is cubic and 

octahedral boxes. 

 

Figure 2.7 An example of the PBC approximation in two dimensions in which the 

central, square, shaded box of side L is replicated in both dimensions. 
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2.2.3 Water models  

In computational chemistry, an aqueous solution environment is very 

important for molecular dynamics and statistical mechanics simulations especially for 

the 3-dimensional hydrogen bonding network formation. The success of these 

investigations depends on the availability and accuracy of the water-water potential 

functions resulted to the realistic of aqueous environment representation in our 

simulation system. In general, all of the proposed water models are developed to fit 

well with the important parameters of the macroscopic properties such as density, 

critical parameters and radial distribution function by involving the orientation of 

electrostatic and Lennard-Jones sites. The simplest water models treat the water 

molecule as rigid and rely only on non-bonded interactions. The electrostatic 

interaction is modeled using Coulomb's law and the dispersion and repulsion forces 

using the Lennard-Jones potential by this following: 
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                                 (2.21) 

where the kC is electrostatic constant (332.1 Å·kcal/mol); qi,and qj are the 

partial charges; rij is the distance between two atoms or charged sites; and A and B are 

the Lennard-Jones parameters.  

 The charged sites may be applied on atoms or dummy sites (such as lone 

pairs). In most water models, the Lennard-Jones term is only applied for oxygen-

oxygen interaction. The figure below shows the general shape of the 3, 4 and 5 site 

water models (Fig. 2.8). The exact geometric parameters (the O-H distance and the H-

O-H angle) are varied and depended on the model individually. 

 

Figure 2.8 Water molecule models generated by 3, 4 and 5 site of point charge 
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2.2.4 Implicit solvation 

The implicit salvation is the simpler model to represent an environmental 

medium instead of individual “explicit” molecule which is applicable used in MD 

simulation as well. According to the distributed charge interaction between solute and 

solvent in an aqueous solution system, therefore, the representing the charge 

distribution of the solvent explicitly will be simply applied by a continuous electric 

field during the simulation instead. Then, the energy landscapes obtained with 

implicit and explicit solvent has possibly difference. 

 

Figure 2.9 The simplify example of cavity creation model in continuum 

solvent treatment  

 

The continuum model considers all environmental solvents as a uniform 

medium with dielectric constant, ε. The continuity of medium is disrupted (like a hole 

creation) when the solute is put in (Fig. 2.9). However, creation of the hole requires 

destabilization energy because the solute may distributes and polarizes to the medium 

(and in vice versa) through dispersion and electrostatic stabilization. The solvation 

(free) energy may be written as: 

 

elecdispcavitysolvation ΔG    ΔG    ΔG      ΔG                              (2.22) 

 

It should be noted that the dielectric of the medium, ε, is normally presented in 

a constant value depending on the solvent type only (such as: acetone ε = 20.7, 1-

propanol ε = 20.1 or benzene ε = 2.28). Therefore, the effect of solute structure to the 
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solvation is truncated to the cavity surface and dispersion interaction only. The 

simplest of a cavity model is a spherical shape, however, van der Waals surface of the 

solute molecule can be considered instead for more realistic. After the surface 

creation, solvent can solvates around the van der Waals surface of solute. The 

solvated area is defined by a spherical particle (typical radius of 1.4 Å for water 

probed model) rolling on its van der Waals surface. This approach is called the 

Solvent Accessible Surface (SAS) as simply shown in the Fig. 2.10.  

 

 

 

Figure 2.10 The simply representative model comparison between the 

accessible surface and molecular surface  

 

 

The required energy for cavity creation is usually assumed to be the proportion 

of total SAS area creation. 

 

β   SASγ    ΔG    ΔG dispcavity                                        (2.23) 
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2.2.4.1The Poisson Equation  

Most of all continuum solvent models use the Poisson equation to evaluate an 

electrostatic potential as a function of the charge density and the dielectric constant.  

 

  ρ(r) 4π -    φ(r)ε(r)                                       (2.24) 

where ε is the dielectric constant of the medium, φ(r)  is an electric field at any 

given position and ρ(r)  is charge density of the solute. It should be noted that 

dielectric in this equation is described as a function of position, however, the electric 

field in a constant dielectric can be written as: 

 

ε

ρ(r) 4π
 -   φ(r)2                                                     (2.25) 

In addition, the Poisson equation is valid under conditions of zero ionic 

strength. The further Poisson–Boltzmann (PB) equation for electrolyte can be applied 

as: 

 

  ρ(r) 4π-    
Tk

φ(r) q
sinh

q

Tk
κ    φ(r)ε(r)

B

B2 















                  (2.26) 

Tk

Iq 8π
    (r)κ

B

2
2                                               (2.27) 

where q is electrolyte charge, κ2 is the Debye–Hückel parameter, I is the ionic 

strength of the solution. Noticeably, all of the equations are represented in a 

differentiate form which its result describes the electrostatic potential at any point of 

investigated space. However, the free energy of the electrostatic component can be 

described by the multiplication of density charge of the solute with the different of 

electrostatic potential in presence (solution, solφ ) and absence (vacuum, gasφ ) of 

solvent by this following:  
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  )drφ(φ ρ(r)
2

1
      ΔG gassolele                                   (2.28) 

 

 

2.2.4.2 The Born model 

As we have mentioned that both of the Poisson or Poisson–Boltzmann 

equations can be used to solve free energy of the electrostatic component clearly. 

However, the simpler way to calculate free energy of the electrostatic component is 

spherical cavity model approximation. For the radius spherical cavity of a, net charge 

of q and dielectric constant of ε, the different energy between vacuum and continuum 

medium based on the Born model is given by  

 

















2a

q

ε

1
 - 1 -      (q)ΔG

2

ele                                       (2.29) 

 

  

The usage of partial charge in Born model equation has been known as 

generalized Born model (GB). However, it should be questioned from the equation 

that free energy of the electrostatic component for both positive and negative ions 

with the same radius are similar in Born model. 
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2.2.5 Molecular Mechanics Poisson-Boltzmann Surface Area  

 In biological simulation, the combination of molecular mechanics energy and 

implicit solvation models, Molecular Mechanics/Poisson-Boltzmann Surface Area 

(MM/PBSA) and Molecular Mechanics/Generalized Born Surface Area (MM/GBSA), 

are wildly accepted for binding free energy calculation which obtained from the 

different energy between the complex and separated free forms. 

 ligreccombind ΔG   ΔG   - ΔG     ΔG                                  (2.30) 

 

By following the MM/PBSA (or MM/GBSA) approach, the free energy terms 

can be more considered as 

    ΔS T   -   ΔH     ΔGbind                                         (2.31) 

  ΔS T-   ΔG    ΔE    solMM                           (2.32) 

 

where ΔEMM, ΔGsol and -TΔS are the changes of MM energy in vacuum phase, 

solvation free energy, conformational entropy between the bound and free forms. 

Furthermore, energy of the MM part can be more separated in several terms followed 

the molecular mechanics approach.   

 

vdWeleimpropertorsionanglebondMM ΔE   ΔE ΔE ΔE ΔE  ΔE     ΔE             (2.33) 

 

 The solvation free energy term can also separated to an electrical and non-

polar contribution (cavity) component based on the implicit continuum solvent 

concept as we have mentioned. 

SASPBsol ΔG    ΔG      ΔG                                              (2.34) 
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2.3 Quantum mechanics in brief 

The molecular mechanics method is wildly used for a large area of chemical 

and biological systems by MD simulation approach. However, the limitation this 

method is unallowable of an electronic structure changing involved the bond-breaking 

and bond-forming in chemical reaction. Therefore, the quantum mechanics (QM) is 

more required for chemical reaction treatment. By following the Born-Oppenheimer 

(BO) approximation, electron and nucleus movement can be separately considered 

according to their high different masses. Then, most of the QM methods have focused 

on the solving of time-independent Schrödinger equation of electronic structure 

instead.  The typical form of Schrödinger equation with BO approximation can be 

written by 

elelelel ΨE     ΨH ˆ                                                    (2.35) 

From this fundamental equation, the total energy (sum of kinetic and potential) 

is obtained by taking the Hamiltonian operator to the interested molecular wave 

function. In addition, total energy is contributed from: kinetic of electron and nucleus, 

the attraction of electron-nucleus, the repulsion of electron-electron and nucleus-

nucleus. Together with the Born-Oppenheimer approximation, the Hamiltonian 

operator is 
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where i and j run over electrons, k run over nucleus,   is Planck’s constant 

divided by 2π, me is the electron mass, 2  is the Laplacian operator, e is the electron 

charge unit, Z is an atomic number, and rab is the distance between any particles a and 

b. If we work in Cartesian coordinates, the Laplacian has the form  
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                                              (2.37) 

But it can be reduced in an atomic unit as 
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2.3.1 Independent Particle Approximation 

The molecular electronic structure can be solved by using Linear Combination 

of Atomic Orbital model (LCAO) which many-electron system is approximated as the 

linear combination of independent single electron orbital simply. If     is the 

molecular orbital function, the LCAO can be written as 

...ψcψcψc    Ψ 332211                                            (2.39) 

Similarly, the Hamiltonian operator of n-electron system is also separate as  

n),(1,2,3,...H     H ˆˆ                                                     (2.40) 

 

By following these approximations, the Schrödinger equation becomes to n-

equations of single electron orbital as  

ψ(i) ε(i)   ψ(i) (i)H ˆ                                                        (2.41) 

 

 

2.3.2 The Møller-Plesset perturbation theory 

 Because of an electron-electron correlation is accounted through an average 

potential in the Hatree-Fock theory, the Møller-Plesset perturbation theory includes 

that electron-electron correlation by treating the correlation energy as a small 

perturbation. In principle, the perturbation theory separates Hamiltonian operator into 

a sum of an exact solution of the corresponding Schrodinger equation and the 

perturbation term which the later term must be smaller in sense. The Hamiltonian is 

 λ
0λ HλH     H ˆˆˆ                                                        (2.42) 
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where 0Ĥ is the approximate Fock-operator in the Hatree-Fock method,  λĤλ  

is a small perturbation term, λ  is a perturbation parameter and  λĤ  is a perturbation 

operator. The perturbed wave function, ψλ, and energy, Eλ, are expressed in terms of 

the λ  parameter as 

 

...ψλψλλψ ψ     ψ (3)3(2)2(1)(0)
λ                                 (2.43) 

 

...EλEλλE E     E (3)3(2)2(1)(0)
λ                                 (2.44) 

 

 

 Because the )(
nψ
 is unknown wave function, then, it is tried by a series of a 

complete set of unperturbed orthogonal eigenfunction instead.  
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(2)
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In summary, The Hamiltonian operator, wave function and energy state 

perterbation of the second order ( 2λ  ) of the nth state (nth electron) can be finally 

considered as: 
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2.3.3 The Density Functional Theory 

The square of wave function at any potion has been known as the probability 

of electron finding in an infinitesimal volume, dr, or an electron density. Then the 

total number of electron density can be evaluated by integration of an electron density 

overall space as this following presented.  

drρ(r)N                                                           (2.50) 

 

In Hohenberg–Kohn theory, all the properties of a molecule in a ground 

electronic state are determined by the ground state electron density function. The 

second is that any obtained electron density function will give higher (or equal) than 

the true ground state energy. Therefore, the method which will minimize energy of 

the system must operate on the electronic density.  For these concepts, Kohn and 

Sham have proposed a combination of wave functions and the density approach as 

 

       ρE    dr ρ(r)  (r)V(r)U     ρT    ρE XCexte0   ˆˆ                         (2.51) 

where  ρT0  is an electron kinetic energy in non electron-electron interaction 

condition. The eU and extV  terms are electron-electron potential and the external 

potential energy according to the nucleus field respectively. The  ρEXC  term is called 

exchange-correlation energy which includes all of the absent contribution energies 

such as: Electron correlation and the true kinetic energy of the real  ρTe  system. 
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     dr' 
 r r' 

)ρ(r'
      (r)Ue  
ˆ                                    (2.52) 

 

 


a a

a
ext  rR 

Z-
     (r)V̂                                            (2.53) 

 

Unfortunately, evaluation of the kinetic term in an electron density is very 

hard but it is easier done from the wave function. Then, in Kohn-Sham approach, the 

kinetic term is complementary calculated by wave function based. By following the 

electron density concept, the kinetic term can be written as: 

  



N

1i

2KS
i (r)    ρ(r)                                                   (2.54) 
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                                 (2.55) 

 

 Furthermore, the exchange-correlation term,  ρEXC , can also be separated to 

the exchange,  ρEX , and correlation,  ρEC , independently. 

 

           dr(r) ρ ε ρ(r)   dr(r) ρ ε ρ(r)     ρE   ρE      ρE CXCXXC   ][][         (2.56) 

  

 The various DFT methods are resulted from the different of exchange and 

correlation function selection which may effects to the different of the calculated 

energy result consequently. In addition, the treatment of electron-electron correlation 

between the parallel spin and opposite spin should be considered in the different 

ways. Therefore, the exchange energy is defined by sum of the α and β spin densities 

(ρα and ρβ) contribution which the exchange energy is considered on the same spin 

state only. 
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       ρE    ρE      ρE XXX 



                                              (2.57) 

 

        ρ,ρE    ρE    ρE      ρE CCCC 






                     (2.58) 

 

 

2.3.3.1 Local Density Approximation 

The simplest approximation is originated from the local density 

approximation, LDA, based on the uniform electron gas, or equivalently concept 

which the single local of ρ value is required at every position during the calculation. 

The exchange energy for a uniform electron gas is given by 

 

      (r)drρC-      ρE 4/3
X

LDA
X                                           (2.59) 

 

The better results of LDA based are obtained by more electron spin 

assignment on the uniform electron gas model (ρα and ρβ) resulted to unrestricted of 

LDA model which can be used in an unpaired electron system (like radical) or 

becoming unpaired electron (electron transfer) systems additionally. This method is 

called the local spin density approximation, LSDA.  

        dr (r)ρ  (r)ρ
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2.3.3.2 Generalized Gradient Approximation  

In fact, electron density of a molecule is always varied. Then, the concept of 

electron density gradient, generalized-gradient approximation (GGA), is included into 

the LSDA for better results of exchange-correlation term. The most popular GGA 

exchange function which is related to the LSDA exchange energy is the Beck (B or 

B88) functional while the gradient corrected correlation is Lee–Yang–Parr, LYP 

functional. 

Beck’s exchange energy 
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Lee–Yang–Parr’s correlation energy 
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2.3.3.3 Hybrid functional 

The most popular hybrid functional (the most popular DFT in fact) is a 

combination of an exchange-energy of Becke 3 parameters or Becke half-and-half 

functional and the correlation-energy functional of Lee-Yang-Parr. 
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XC E c   E c)-(1    ΔE b    E a   E a)-(1     E               (2.63) 

where, a, b, and c are optimized to 0.20, 0.72, and 0.81, respectively.  
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2.4 Hybrid QM/MM 

 Usually, computational calculation of the large complex such as the biological 

system is followed the molecular mechanics model to describe molecular and 

dynamical properties which evaluates through an empirical force field potential. 

However, the MM force field is limited to investigate the change of an electronic 

structure of the molecule during the chemical reaction ongoing, for example, the bond 

breaking and formin g. Therefore, the quantum mechanics is required for a 

complementary treatment however, calculation with the QM method is also limitted to 

a small system. The algorithm which combines the quantum mechanics and molecular 

mechanics together (QM/MM) becomes a very useful approach during the past 

decades. The QM/MM method treats the specific localized region (where chemical 

reaction is occurred) with QM while the influence of surrounding environment is 

treated by MM level (Fig. 2.11). 
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Figure 2.11 An example of QM and MM regions identification   

 

  

2.4.1 The QM/MM schemes  

 After the two regions of QM and MM are partitioned, then, energy calculation 

on these two regions can be employed by using the two alternative schemes: additive 

and subtractive approaches.  In the additive scheme, the total energy of the system is 

obtained from the summation of each energetic term together.  

 MMQMMMQMTOTAL E    E   E    E                                     (2.65) 

 From this equation, EQM is energy of the QM region (QM treatment), EMM is 

the energy of the MM region (force field treatment) and EQM-MM is the interaction 

between QM and MM region. In addition, the EQM-MM term includes an electrostatic 

interaction (Eele,QM-MM), van der Waals interaction (EvdW,QM-MM) and bonded interaction 

(Ebonded,QM-MM).  

   E   E    E MM-QM vdW,MM-QM ele,MM-QM                          (2.66) 
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In subtractive scheme, the system is divided layers and subtracts double 

counted energies of the smaller with different energetic calculated method as follows: 

 

 E    E   E    E region QM
MM

region  MM QM
MM

region QM
QMTOTAL                        (2.69) 

 

The chosen of either additive or subtractive schemes is not critical whilst the 

QM region determination should be concerned due to the energy interference between 

QM and MM regions especially in the case of through bond cutting model.    

 

 

 

 

2.4.2 The model of QM/MM boundary treatment 

The boundary treatment between the QM and MM regions is very important in 

QM/MM method. In addition, the QM region selection can be done by two different 

ways: with and without covalent bond cutting. In many cases, the QM region is 

selected by passing through some covalent bonding which is required for some 

treatment consequently. The link atom method is widely used for QM and MM 

boundary treatment. Since the covalent bonding is cut in during the QM region 

selection, then, the “link atom” is introduced as an additional atom which is placed 

between the cut bonds (Fig. 2.12, left). This link atom is usually used a hydrogen 

atom due to the simplicity.  
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The second method for boundary treatment is the localized orbitals usage, the 

generalized hybrid orbital (GHO) model for example. In GHO, the MM frontier atoms 

are assigned by four of sp3 localized hybrid orbitals which the connected frontier QM 

atom is called the active orbital and the other three orbitals are called auxiliary 

orbitals (Fig. 2.12, right). Indeed, these four hybrid orbitals are included in the QM 

calculations but only the active hybrid orbital is participated to the SCF optimization. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.12 The two different approaches (link atom model and GHO model) for 

bond termination 
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CHAPTER III 

SYSTEMS PREPARATION 

 

To prepare the non-covalent ternary complex of either substrate or dUMP 

analogues, the crystal structure of TS/dUMP/THF complex obtained from the Protein 

Data Bank (PDB code: 1KZI)[20] was selected to be the starting structure. The THF 

crystal structure was modified to be mTHF by single methylene addition. The three 

dUMP halogen analogues (FdUMP, CldUMP and BrdUMP) were modeled by single 

atomic replacement on the C-5 hydrogen of dUMP with fluorine, chlorine and 

bromine atoms while the electron withdrawing and donating analogues (CNdUMP, 

NO2dUMP, OHdUMP and NH2dUMP) were also modeled by replacement with 

cyanide, nitro, hydroxyl and amino functional groups respectively. Meanwhile, the 

mTHF structure in each ternary complex was removed out to generate the relative 

binary complex. 

 

 

3.1 Molecular dynamics simulation details 

Each system was set up and performed by molecular dynamics simulations in 

according to our previous works[34-36]. The ionizable amino acids were assigned at pH 

7.0 by PROPKA prediction software[37, 38]. The lacking hydrogen atoms were added 

using the LEaP module implemented in AMBER10 software package[39]. The partial 

atomic charges of mTHF, dUMP and its analogues were prepared using the standard 

procedures as follows. The quantum mechanics optimization in Gaussian03[40] with 

HF/6-31G(d) basis set was performed for position refinement of all atoms and ESP 

charge calculation. The obtained charges were then converted to RESP charges using 

Antechamber in AMBER10. The systems were solvated with TIP3P water 

molecules[41] from 10 Å of protein surface in three dimensions and sodium ions were 

subsequently added in the system for electrical charge neutralization. The periodic 

boundary condition with isobaric-isothermal (NPT) ensemble under 1 atm of pressure 

and 310 K of temperature with Berendsen coupling time of 0.2 ps was set. Non-

bonded interaction calculation was truncated within a 12 Å residue-base cutoff. The 
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Particle Mesh Ewald method[42] was applied to account the long-range electrostatic 

interactions. The ff03 force-field and GAFF were used for parameterization of protein 

and ligands, respectively.  All of the covalent bonding involving the hydrogen atoms 

was constrained by 2 fs step size with SHAKE algorithm[43] along the simulations.  

All water molecules were relaxed with 2000 steps of steepest descent (SD) and 

conjugated gradient (CG) minimization methods whereas the protein and ligand 

coordinates were fixed. Afterwards, all restrained forces were removed out and whole 

system was fully minimized by 2000 steps of SD and CG. The system was heated up 

to 310 K over 200-ps simulation and pre-equilibrated for 300 ps with position 

restrained on the two ligands and bridging water molecules inside the protein binding 

pocket with 50 kcal/mol·Å2 factors to maintain their positions. The restrained force on 

the two ligands were reduced to 30, 20, 10, 5, 2 and 0 kcal/mol·Å2, and 30, 30, 20, 10, 

5 and 2 kcal/mol·Å2 for bridging water molecules in every 250 ps. Afterwards, all 

atoms were freely moved without any restrained force until the 20 ns of simulation 

time. 

 

3.2 Quantum mechanics/molecular mechanics details 

The TS/XdUMP/THF complexed of all dUMP analogues in QM/MM 

calculation were also prepared in the same procedure with in previous MD system 

preparation[44-46]. The systems were solvated using the TIP3P water model and 

subsequently simulated for 5 ns under stochastic boundary conditions with a truncated 

sphere of radius 25 Å, centered on the iminium nitrogen of mTHF. Simulations were 

performed with the CHARMM27 force field[47, 48] using the CHARMM software 

package[49] (version 30b2). The equilibrated structure energy minimized without any 

reaction coordinate constrain using QM/MM approach where the C146 and A166 side 

chains, the pteridine fragment of mTHF, and the uracil and deoxyribose fragments of 

dUMP were included in the QM region (61 atoms, Fig. 3.1). Four H-link atoms[50] 

were introduced between the QM and MM boundary. QM calculations were 

performed using the B3LYP density functional[51-53] with the 6-31+G(d) basis set 

using Jaguar 5.5.[54] Single point energies were calculated for all optimized 

geometries responsible to the reaction pathway by MP2 and SCS-MP2[55] at cc-pVTZ 
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level. The rest of the system was treated with the CHARMM27 force field in the 

Tinker program[56]. The QM and MM output created during the optimizations was 

coupled using QoMMMa[57].  

 

 

 

Figure 3.1 The QM region used in QM/MM calculations of the Michael 

addition and ternary covalent complex formation reactions 
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CHAPTER IV 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

 

 

4.1 The dUMP halogen analogue systems 

4.1.1Overall enzyme and substrates stability 

To monitor the stability of simulated systems, the root mean square 

displacements (RMSD) along the simulation time of all heavy atoms, protein 

backbone atoms and ligand heavy atoms is measured and plotted in Fig. 4.1.  

 

 

Figure 4.1 The RMSD plot for all heavy atoms and protein backbone of TS and 

ligand heavy atoms versus simulation time of (A) binary complexes and (B) ternary 

complexes relative to the starting structure 

 

 The RMSD of all heavy atoms and backbone in binary complexes (Fig. 

4.1 (A)) are presented in a slightly increased curve in a range of 1.0-2.5 Å during the 

first 12 ns for all systems. After the 14 ns, the plots likely fluctuate in an extended 

range especially for the FdUMP and CldUMP complexes. This is contrast for all 

ternary complexes (Fig. 4.1 (B)), these plots are much less fluctuated and the systems 

have reached equilibrium after 1ns. Meanwhile, the plots of dUMP and its analogues 

in both binary and ternary complexes are shown in a very narrow fluctuation range 
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less than 1.0 Å till the end of simulation. The low fluctuation of mTHF is similar to 

that of dUMP (only 0.5 Å higher RMSD values). We can summarize from the results 

that including of the mTHF cofactor into the binding site leads to an increase in the 

protein stability noticeably. Therefore, dynamical property of the TS enzyme in 

absence of mTHF cofactor (binary complex) may not be assumed to describe the 

ternary complex behavior reasonably in contradictory to the previous study[27]. 

 

 

Figure 4.2 The crystal structure of TS/dUMP/THF ternary complex (1KZI.pdb) and 

the protein fragments important for binding of dUMP and THF (stick model) shown 

in different colors 

 

Furthermore, the important fragments (five flexible loops, two helixes and a 

beta sheet) involved in the binding sites for dUMP and mTHF are shown in Fig. 4.2. 

To explore the effect of mTHF binding on TS active site which may involve to the 

overall protein flexibility, the fluctuation on these fragments considered in term of 

RMSD plot is compared between binary and ternary complexes in Fig. 4.3. 
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Figure 4.3 RMSD versus simulation time of each binding domain fragment compared 

between the absence (A) and presence (B) of mTHF cofactor inside the TS binding 

pocket 

 

In according to the plots, the RMSD profiles can be simply classified in three 

different patterns depending on the magnitude of fluctuation: low (0-1.5 Å), medium 

(1.5-2.5 Å) and high (> 2.5 Å) flexibilities. Noticeably, the fluctuation of C-terminal 

fragment is found in a relatively high flexibility along the fully unrestrained 

simulation times for all binary complexes, while it is presented in a medium flexibility 

for ternary complex instead. From the X-ray structure of TS/dUMP/THF ternary 

complex, the C-terminus is not only  specified as the binding gateway to support the 

incoming substrates but it also plays an important role to stabilize the folate cofactor 

during the ternary complex formation as well. Therefore, the presence of the mTHF 

cofactor in the binding pocket can reduce the flexibility of C-terminal fragment 

significantly compared with the absent systems. The loop-20, helix-80 and loop-145 

show a medium flexibility in binary complex but more rigidity in ternary complex, 

whereas the fluctuation of rest fragments is likely similar in both complexes.  Since 

all systems including ligand binding fragments (Figs. 4.3 (A) and (B)) seem to reach 

the equilibrium at 10 ns, their MD trajectories from the last 10 ns are collected for 

intermolecular interaction and binding free energy analysis.  
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Figure 4.4 (A) Chemical structures of dUMP and mTHF. Dynamical flexibility on the 

dUMP and mTHF fragments by means of RMSD calculation in (B) binary and (C) 

ternary complexes 

 

 The dUMP contains three main components uracil base, deoxyribose and 

phosphate while mTHF have pteridine, p-aminobenzoate and glutamate (Fig. 4.4 (A)). 

The RMSD of their heavy atoms in binary and ternary complexes are plotted and 

compared in Fig. 4.4 (B) and (C) for investigation on conformational flexibility. It can 

be seen that fluctuation of all three dUMP components is shown in a very low 

magnitude in the systems with/without mTHF cofactor binding. For mTHF in ternary 

complex, high conformational flexibility is dominantly found in the glutamate while 

the others are in the range with the those of dUMP. This indicates that more structural 

flexibility of mTHF (Fig. 4.1 (B)) is mostly distributed from glutamate positioned on 

protein surface (Fig. 4.2) which is fully solvated by waters. Interestingly, the very 

high flexibility of this component has no influence to the pteridine and PABA 

conformations. Taken together, the dUMP well occupies inside the binding pocket in 

both presence and absence of mTHF, while the reactive mTHF pteridine for the 

methylene bridging formation after Michael addition is unlikely affected by the 

glutamate fluctuation. 
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4.1.2 Per-residue decomposition energy scanning 

To scan the important residues for ligand binding, the per-residue energy 

contribution is calculated using MM-GBSA decomposition (DC) energy. The DC 

energies of all protein residues for ligand binding between binary and ternary 

complexes are shown in Fig. 4.5. 

 

Figure 4.5 Decomposition energy scanning on the pairwise per-residue for all TS 

residues in binding of dUMP and mTHF for binary and ternary complexes  

 

 

It can be clearly seen that most of the energy stabilization is found for dUMP 

binding while no stabilization is detected for mTHF. Therefore, only dUMP (as well 

as its analogues) is further analyzed and compared in Fig. 4.6 (A).  
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Figure 4.6 (A) Decomposition binding free energy scanning in pairwise per-residue 

basis of all protein residues for binding of dUMP and three XdUMPs in binary and 

ternary complexes (B) The energy components, electrostatic (Eele+Gpolar) and van der 

Waals (EvdW+Gnonpolar) terms, for the nine key residues 

 

 

The overall per-residue energy pattern for dUMP and XdUMP analogs is 

likely similar in either binary or ternary complexes, i.e., the main stabilization is 

contributed from the four arginines (R21, R166, R126(B) and R127(B)) dominantly 

with < -10 kcal/mol and the S167, D169, N177 and A263 with ~ -5 kcal/mol. In 

contrast, the reactive C146 residue in negatively charged form provides energy 

destabilization about ~10 kcal/mol due to strong repulsive interaction with phosphate 

group of dUMP and its analogues. The decomposition energy of these nine important 

residues towards binding of dUMP as the representative ligand can be considered in 

terms of electrostatic and van der Waals energies including solvation effect (Fig. 4.6 

(B)). As seen from the plots, the dUMP mainly binds to TS enzyme through 

electrostatic interaction whilst the van der Waals interaction is rather weak. 
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4.1.3 Enzyme-substrates interactions 

   Because the electrostatic interaction is highly importance in ligand binding in 

the focused system and the hydrogen bonding is basically electrostatic interaction, the 

hydrogen bonding formation between ligand and TS residues is meaningful. To access 

such H-bonding, the percentage of hydrogen bonding occupation is monitored by 

following the two criteria: (i) distance between proton donor (D) and acceptor (A) 

atoms ≤ 3.5 Å; and (ii) angle of D—H…A > 120°. The results for all binary and 

ternary systems are plotted in Fig. 4.7 (A) where the hydrogen bonding pairs are 

represented by dash line in Fig. 4.7 (B).  

 

 

 

Figure 4.7 (A) Percentage occupation of hydrogen bonding for dUMP (or analogues) 

and mTHF binding to TS residues of the binary (light gray) and ternary (black) 

complexes. (B) Close up of dUMP and mTHF (green) in the TS catalytic pocket 

where the dash and solid lines represent the hydrogen bonding and the intermolecular 

distances, d1-d3, involving to active conformation in the Michael addition, 

respectively 
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By comparison between dUMP and mTHF in ternary complexes, the number 

of hydrogen bonding formation is substantially higher detected for dUMP (at least 18 

hydrogen bonds with 10 residues). The hydrogen bonding patterns with dUMP are 

likely similar in both binary and ternary systems and in correspondence with the DC 

results. The main stabilization is found at its phosphate moiety according to the strong 

salt-bridge interaction with the four surrounded arginines (R21, R166, R126(B) and 

R127(B)) and a serine S167. Whereas lower number of hydrogen bond occupation are 

presented in its deoxyribose (H207 and Y209) and uracil (D169 and N177) moieties.  

Interestingly, an additional H-bond is formed between the substituted fluorine of 

FdUMP and Y94 in which is considerably stronger by 40% in ternary complex (to be 

80 %). 

 Among the three fragments (pteridine, PABA and glutamate) of mTHF, no 

hydrogen bonding is formed at PABA due to its non-polar aromatic ring. The 

pteridine firmly makes two hydrogen bonding interactions with D169 and A263. Note 

that the D169 residue strongly forms hydrogen bonding with both dUMP and mTHF 

(nearly 100 %) leading to the conformational trapping in π-π stacking between the 

uracil of dUMP and the pteridine of mTHF consequently. The significance of this 

residue is supported by the deficiency of the ternary complex formation in the 

mutated systems (D221 numbering in L. casei)[58]. The terminal glutamate of mTHF 

positioned on the protein surface is partially stabilized by two residues: H51 in all 

ternary systems except for BrdUMP, and S54 only in FdUMP.  

 

 

4.1.4 Reaction coordinate distance analysis 

The substitution on C5 position of dUMP with electron withdrawing groups 

was previously proposed by QSAR study to increase the reactivity of Michael 

addition reaction in the TS enzyme[27].  To investigate the effect of halogen 

substitutions at this position on the active conformation of binary and ternary 

complexes for Michael addition, the distribution of three intermolecular distances: 

d1[S(C146)-NH2(R166)] between the reactive C146 and the stabilized R166; 

d2[S(C146)-C6(dUMP)] responsible to the focused reaction; and d3[O(Y94)-
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C5(dUMP)] relatively corresponding to an unique hydrogen bonding with Y94, is 

monitored and plotted in Fig. 4.8 (see Fig. 4.7 (B) for d1-d3 definition).  

 

Figure 4.8 Distribution plot of the d1-d3 intermolecular distances, P(d), 

sampling from the last 10-ns simulation in the binary (dashed line) and ternary (solid 

line) complexes 

 

Prior to Michael addition, the reactive C146 is firstly activated by R166[59] and 

on the other hands this arginine plays an role to stabilize the negative C146 via the 

strong charge-charge interaction. This is well supported by the narrow and sharp peak 

of d1 at ~3.2 Å for all systems. From the d2 plot which is directly involved to Michael 

addition, the most probable finding in d2 from all ternary complexes is presented in a 

range of 2.7-3.7 Å (solid lines) whereas the absence of mTHF leads to more 

movement of dUMP as seen by a slightly shift to 4.0 Å in binary complexes (dashed 

lines). The similar range of d2 values in all systems suggests the Michael addition on 

the C-6 position of the dUMP analogue is possible but may differ in the activation 

energy of reaction depended on the nature of the chemical structure. In addition, the 
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unique hydrogen bonding interaction between the substituted fluorine and Y94 

hydroxyl group in the FdUMP systems is confirmed by the shortening of the related 

distance, d3 (blue). This is thus the substitution on the C-5 position of dUMP which 

can form a strong hydrogen bond with Y94 may lead to an increase in ligand binding 

affinity with the TS target. 

4.1.5 Ligand Binding affinity 

 The MM/PBSA module implemented in AMBER was used to evaluate the 

binding strength of individual dUMP/XdUMP and both mTHF and dUMP/XdUMP 

with TS enzyme in binary and ternary systems, respectively, and the results are given 

in Table 4.1. The X-ray structure of TS/dUMP/THF ternary complex shows shows 

three water molecules bridged between each ligand and residues which may feasibly 

facilitate the orientation of ligand(s) to be well adjusted in the binding pocket. To 

reveal this point, the free energy of ligand binding to the TS receptor embedded 

with/without the bridging waters is calculated and compared in the same table. It can 

be seen that inclusion of bridging waters can increase the binding free energy of 

ligand(s) by > 10 kcal/mol in all binary and ternary complexes, suggesting the 

important role of bridging waters in stabilization of ligand binding. Based on 

predicted binding free energies (kcal/mol), the order of binding affinity for ternary 

systems is of: CldUMP (-100.3) ~ FdUMP (-96.8) > dUMP (-86.3) > BrdUMP (-

77.8). Interestingly, the binding free energy order observing in the binary complexes 

are presented in a little different pattern (dUMP ~ FdUMP ~ CldUMP > BrdUMP) 

with reduced energies relative to those of ternary complexes. Moreover, the dUMP or 

its analogues binds dominantly stronger than the mTHF by c.a. 3 times in 

correspondence with the per-residue decomposition free energy and hydrogen 

bonding interactions. 
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Table 4.1 Averaged binding free energy (kcal/mol) over 100 snapshots taken from the last 10 ns of the ligand(s) binding to TS 

enzyme in binary and ternary complexes where the standard deviation is shown in bracket. 

 

receptor ligand 
binary complex ternary complex 

dUMP FdUMP CldUMP BrdUMP dUMP FdUMP CldUMP BrdUMP 

TS dUMP*, mTHF - - - - -71.9 (10.3) -77.8 (8.9) -82.8 (11.1) -65.4 (6.7) 

TS, wat1-6 dUMP*, mTHF - - - - -86.3 (11.0) -96.8 (9.6) -100.3 (10.7) -77.8 (11.9) 

                    

TS dUMP* - - - - -76.4 (11.2) -87.1 (9.4) -88.6 (11.7) -69.9 (10.8) 

TS mTHF - - - - -19.8 (6.1) -28.1 (5.2) -26.7 (5.4) -22.3 (6.3) 

                    

TS dUMP* -59.5 (6.6) -59.1 (7.4) -59.8 (7.5) -53.0 (8.8) - - - - 

TS, wat1-3 dUMP* -70.9 (6.7) -72.5 (8.3) -70.3 (10.1) -55.5 (8.7) - - - - 

 

*dUMP or XdUMPs 
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4.2 dUMP electron withdrawing and donating analogues 

4.2.1Overall enzyme and ligands stability 

The dynamical stability of all simulated systems during the simulation is 

monitored by the root mean square displacements (RMSD) separated in all heavy 

atoms, protein backbone atoms and heavy atoms of ligand as plotted in Fig. 4.9. 

Considerable to the all heavy atoms and protein backbone, the curves are noticeably 

reached to equilibrium after the 2-ns in all systems which are constantly presented in a 

range of 1.5-2.0 Å and 1.0 Å respectively. The two ligands fluctuation is also found in 

very narrow range at nearly 1.0 Å and 0.5 Å for mTHF cofactor and dUMP analogues 

respectively whereas the equilibrium geometries of these two ligands seem to present 

after the 3-ns instead. Therefore, the MD trajectories since the 3-ns are selected for 

intermolecular interaction and binding free energy analysis further. 

 

 

Figure 4.9 The RMSD plots of all heavy atoms, protein backbone and heavy atoms of 

the two ligands compared between NH2dUMP, OHdUMP, CNdUMP and NO2dUMP 

analogues 
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4.2.2 Per-residue decomposition energy scanning 

All amino acid residues which associate with ligands stabilization are 

monitored using per-residue MM-GBSA decomposition (DC) energy method. The 

stabilization energy results on each individual ligands is separately considered as 

shown in Fig. 4.10 A. Noticeably, the number of stabilized residue is mostly 

contributed to the dUMP analogue rather mTHF, however, the overall energetic 

profiles of all analogue systems are founded in the similar pattern. The four arginines 

residues (R21, R166, R126(B) and R127(B)) are dominantly found to stabilize the 

dUMP analogue with < -10 kcal/mol while stabilization energy of the S167, D169, 

N177 and A263 are also detected in -5 kcal/mol approximately. However, 

destabilization energy is found at the C146 residue (~10 kcal/mol) which should be 

the resulted from strong repulsive interaction between the negative thiolate and its 

phosphate moiety. Although the lower number of stabilized residues is detected in 

mTHF, however, some interesting residues such as: the H51, W80, W83, D169 and 

A263 also associates to the mTHF binding as presented in a range of between -3 and -

5 kcal/mol of DC stabilization energy.  

The separated energy components in terms of both electrostatic and van der 

Waals energies with solvation effect focused on the active site residues is further 

considered as summarized in Fig. 4.10 (B). It is clearly seen from the plots that 

electrostatic interaction becomes an important role to stabilize the dUMP analogue 

dominantly. However, the detected stabilization energies on the mTHF molecule are 

presented in both electrostatic (H51, D169) and van der Waals (W80 and W83) 

interactions. 
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Figure 4.10 (A) The pairwise per-residue decomposition free energy scanning of all 

protein residues with individual mTHF and dUMP analogues (B) The electrostatic 

(Eele+Gpolar) and van der Waals (EvdW+Gnonpolar) energy components contributed to the 

active site residues 

 

 

4.2.3 Enzyme-ligands interactions 

 As indicated from the DC results, electrostatic interaction in the meaning of 

H-bonding is dominantly interested to represent the enzyme-ligands binding 

interactions. Based on the two fundamental criteria, (i) distance between proton donor 

(D) and acceptor (A) atoms ≤ 3.5 Å; and (ii) angle of D—H…A > 120°, the percent of 

H-bonding occupation is determined (Fig 4.11 (A)). Most of the H-bonding 

interactions are contributed from dUMP analogues (19 interactions with 10 residues) 

rather mTHF cofactor (3 interactions with 3 residues), however, the overall pattern of 

interactions in all analogue systems seem to present in the similar way. Interestingly, 

the main H-bonding interaction founded in dUMP analogues is contributed from the 

phosphate moiety with serine (S167) and four surrounded arginines (R21, R166, 

R126(B) and R127(B)) residues through strong charge-charge interactions where the 

lower number of H-bonding formation are detected at deoxyribose (with H207 and 

Y209) and uracil (with Y94, D169 and N177) moieties.  
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        Figure 4.11 (A) The percentage of hydrogen bonding occupation for mTHF and 

dUMP analogues binding with the TS active site residues (B) The binding complex 

structure of dUMP analogue and mTHF (blue) inside the TS catalytic pocket where 

the dash and solid lines represent the hydrogen bonding and the intermolecular 

distances, d1-d6, involving to active conformation in the Michael addition, 

respectively 

 

 

Focused on the dUMP functional group substituent, H-bonding occupation 

with Y94 is noticeably presented in the different pattern between electron 

withdrawing (CN- and NO2-, ~95%) and donating (OH- and NH2-, < 50%) analogues. 

The conformational structures of the substituent groups and nearby residues are more 

investigated for better understanding (Fig. 4.12). It should be noted from the figure 

that the hydroxyl hydrogen of Y94 has potentially formed H-bonding with either 

substituent heteroatom or bridging water molecule. Therefore, the percent of H-

bonding detection between Y94 and substituent heteroatom is compensated by the lost 

of bridging water interaction obviously. As clearly seen from the figure, the 

heteroatom of all dUMP analogues are positioned nearby the hydroxyl hydrogen of 

Y94 similarly. Inter atomic distances between the hydroxyl hydrogen of Y94 and the 

hetero atoms of the cyanide and nitro groups seem to present in shorter length 

compared to the hydroxyl and amino groups according to indirect contact to the C-5 

position.  
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This difference is the main reason that leads to well support the strong H-

bonding formation in CNdUMP and NO2dUMP analogues rather the OHdUMP and 

NH2dUMP consequently (more detailed in distance analysis section). In addition, 

interaction of the bridging water with the E58, H147 and uracil are strongly conserved 

in most analogue systems (slightly changes to be E58, H147 and nitro oxygen instead 

in NO2dUMP) confirmed the important role of bridging water to stabilize the dUMP 

substrate (or analogue) in well adjusted configuration inside the TS enzyme pocket. 

 

 

 

Figure 4.12 The functional group orientation and hydrogen bonding interactions of 

the four dUMP analogues (OHdUMP, NH2dUMP, CNdUMP and NO2dUMP) with all 

surrounded residues 
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For the three fragments of mTHF (pteridine, PABA and glutamate), the 

terminal glutamate positioned on the protein surface is strongly stabilized by H51 

with > 90% occupation in all systems. The number of hydrogen bonding is not found 

at the PABA moiety due to its presented hydrophobic property. Although the number 

of hydrogen bonding is not found at the PABA moiety due to its hydrophobic 

property. In pteridine fragment, the two strongly hydrogen bonding interactions are 

detected at D169 and A263. The two strongly H-bonding interactions with uracil and 

pteridine fragments indicates to the significant role of D169 residue for substrate 

conformational trapping in π-π stacking in suitable configuration prior to the initial 

reaction. In accordance with DC results, structural orientation of the W80 and W83 

residues also support the non-bonded interaction through van der Waals interaction 

with mTHF cofactor as well (Fig. 4.11 (B)). 

 

 

4.2.4 Inter molecular distances analysis 

As previously proposed by QSAR study that the reactivity of Michael addition 

may be influenced from functional group changing on the C5 position of dUMP, 

therefore, distribution of the six following distances: d1[NH2(R166)-S(C146)] 

between the stabilized R166 and the reactive C146; d2[S(C146)-C6(dUMP)] refer to 

the Michael addition; d3[C5(dUMP)-CH2(mTHF)] the C5 atom of dUMP and 

methylene group of mTHF; d4[S(C146)-O(WAT2)] and d5[OH(Y94)-O(WAT2)] the 

bridging water; and d6[OH(Y94)-X(dUMP)] the hydroxyl hydrogen and the 

heteroatom of substituent, are monitored as plotted in Fig. 4.13 (see Fig. 4.11 (B) for 

d1-d6 definition). 
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Figure 4.13 Distribution plot of the selected d1-d6 distances, P(d), along the last 17ns 

of simulation time 

 

 Before the Michael addition initiation, the R166 is suggested as activator 

residue to generate the thiolate specie in C146, in the other hands, it also stabilizes 

this thiolate through strong charge-charge interaction as shown in the narrow and 

sharp peak of most probable finding d1 at ~3.0 Å. The shortening and most similar 

range of d2 at 3.2 Å suggests us to propose that the Michael addition reaction on the 

C-6 position of dUMP analogues is possibly occurred in all systems. Although the 

nucleophilicity of dUMP C5 position is not actually activated in our model, however, 

the methylene linkage formation can be implied by the d3 distance indirectly. The 

most values of d3 are presented in a range of 3.0-3.2 Å (higher shift to 3.8 Å in 

OHdUMP) suggesting to the suitable of non-covalent ternary complex conformation 

prior to the methylene bridging formation afterwards. 
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The strength of water bridging interactions with C146 and Y94 are directly 

indicated from the d4 and d5 distances where the hydrogen bonding formation 

between the substituted heteroatom and Y94 hydroxyl oxygen is indicated by the d6 

distance. The bridging water interaction is strongly confirmed in OHdUMP and 

NH2dUMP analogues as shown in the low positioned peak at 2.8 and 2.9 Å for d4 and 

d5 respectively. In compensate with water bridging strength, the shortening of d6 

distance is noticeably detected in NO2dUMP and CNdUMP analogues at 2.7 and 2.9 

Å instead (~3.2 Å in both OHdUMP and NH2dUMP systems). We can summarize 

from this information that the strength of additional H-bonding interaction between 

the heteroatom functional group and Y94 is compensated by the lost of Y94-water 

bridging interaction.  

 

 

4.2.5 Ligand Binding affinity 

 The affinity of each individual and both ligands binding with TS enzyme is 

evaluated using the implemented MM/PBSA module in AMBER. According to the 

role of bridging waters for ligands conformational adjustment, the ligands binding 

affinity in embedded with/without the bridging waters is calculated and compared. 

The results are comparatively summarized as given in Table 4.2. As clearly seen from 

the table, the important role of bridging waters for ligands stabilization is obviously 

confirmed by an increasing of binding free energy by > 10 kcal/mol in all systems 

when these bridging waters are included in the part of receptor. However, the water 

stabilization seemly effects with the mTHF cofactor binding rather the dUMP 

analogues as indicated by more stabilized ~5 kcal/mol in most cases. 

Interestingly, the binding strength of the dUMP analogues which is substituted 

by an electron withdrawing group are presented in stronger affinity with the TS 

enzyme active site compared to the electron donating substitution by this following 

order: CNdUMP (-110.8) ~ NO2dUMP (-109.0) > OHdUMP (-102.6) ~ NH2dUMP (-

101.2). The dUMP analogues present more favorable binding with the TS enzyme (~3 

times stronger) compared to the mTHF cofactor in well accordance with the per-

residue decomposition free energy and H-bonding interactions results. 
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Table 4.2 The averaged binding free energy (kcal/mol) over 100 snapshots of the two 

ligands binding to TS enzyme obtained from the last 17 ns of simulation time where 

the standard deviation is shown in bracket 

 

receptor ligand 
dUMP analogues 

NH2dUMP OHdUMP CNdUMP NO2dUMP 

TS XdUMP, mTHF -92.3 (6.9) -93.9 (5.4) -99.2 (6.2) -98.0 (5.8) 

TS, wat1-6 XdUMP, mTHF -101.2 (6.7) -102.6 (5.2) -110.8 (6.1) -109.0 (6.2) 

    

TS XdUMP -74.7 (6.6) -74.4 (6.9) -80.5 (5.5) -79.2 (5.6) 

TS, wat1-3 XdUMP -78.5 (6.0) -81.5 (6.4) -86.2 (5.1) -86.6 (5.2) 

    

TS mTHF -21.5 (2.9) -20.4 (3.0) -20.2 (2.7) -20.6 (2.8) 

TS, wat4-6 mTHF -29.6 (3.2) -30.5 (3.1) -29.8 (3.2) -29.5 (3.6) 
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4.3 Mechanism identification of Michael addition and covalent complex 

formation  

As mentioned, the ternary covalent intermediate formation involves 

nucleophilic attack of C146 at the C-6 position of dUMP and methylene linkage 

formation between the C-5 atom of dUMP and the reactive methylene of mTHF 

cofactor. Based on the reaction coordinate driving approach, the potential energy 

surface responsible with these chemical reactions is calculated as a function of two 

reaction coordinates: RC1= d(SC146−C6dUMP) and RC2= d(C5dUMP−C5MmTHF) as 

shown in the Fig. 4.14. Harmonic restraints with a force constant of 3000 kcal/mol·Å2 

are used to drive the RC1 and RC2 from 3.5 to 1.6 Å and 3.4 to 1.4 Å, respectively, 

with an interval step of 0.1 Å. 

 

 

 

Figure 4.14 Identification of the reaction coordinate distances responsible to Michael 

addition (RC1) and ternarycovalent complex formation (RC2) 
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In order to establish whether the formation of the ternary covalent 

intermediate in TS occurs in a concerted or stepwise manner, a two-dimensional 

potential energy surface (2D-PES) was calculated. The location of the minimum 

energy pathway along over the 2D-PES will indicate a concerted or stepwise 

mechanism if the path crosses the center of the surface or not, respectively. The 2D-

PES for the ternary covalent intermediate formation is plotted relative to the reactant 

species in Fig. 4.15 (A). As seen from the PES, two local energy minima 

corresponding to the (I) reactant and (III) product were detected with a single 

approximate transition state (TS, II) along the minimum energy pathway. An 

activation energy barrier of 20.8 kcal/mol is observed, as shown in Fig. 4.15 (B). The 

minimum energy pathway crosses the middle of the 2D-PES, suggesting that the 

Michael addition and covalent complex formation steps occur in a concerted manner.  

 

 

 

Figure 4.15 (A) Two-dimensional QM/MM (B3LYP/6-31+G(d)/CHARMM) 

potential energy surface for Michael addition and covalent complex formation.  (B) 

The simplified overall energy profile along the chemical reaction pathway. In both 

figures, (I), (II) and (III) correspond to the reactant, transition state and product, 

respectively, and are depicted in Fig. 4.16.  
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The geometries of the reactant, transition state and product are depicted in Fig. 

4.16. According to the figure, hybridization of the C-6 and C-5 atoms is gradually 

changed (from sp2 to sp3), together with the decreasing of two reaction coordinate 

distances (RC1: 3.5 to 1.6 Å and RC2: 3.4 to 1.4 Å) during the reaction. It should be 

noted that the hydrogen bonding interaction between the amine hydrogen of R166 and 

the thiolate sulfur of C146 is broken concomitantly with the Michael addition, 

however, it is compensated for by the new interaction forming between the amine 

hydrogen of R166 and the carbonyl backbone of A144, as indicated by the reduced 

distance of d(HH21R166−OA144) from 2.37 Å (reactant) to 1.69 Å (product). 

Interestingly, the water molecules surrounding the C146 thiolate not only provide 

electrostatic stabilization but also retain the strong bridging interaction between C146 

and the Y94 hydroxyl group, as indicated by the consistent values of ~3.2 Å and ~2.7 

Å for (SGC146−HOWAT) and d(OWAT−HHY94), respectively between reactant and 

product. Because the conformational structure of other environmental residues and 

bridging waters are not changed significantly during the two reactions, the PES result 

reasonably represents the expected chemical reaction without any interference from 

other intrinsic changes.    

 

 

Figure 4.16 QM/MM (B3LYP/6-31+G(d)/CHARMM) optimized structures of the (I) 

reactant, (II) transition state and (III) product located in the active site of thymidylate 

synthase during Michael addition and covalent complex 
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4.4 Activation energy barrier required for Michael addition and ternary covalent 

complex formation in various dUMP analogues 

 In consistence with the 2D-PES results, the same two reaction coordinates, 

RC1= d(SC146−C6dUMP) and RC2= d(C5dUMP−C5MmTHF), are selected in activation 

energy barrier investigation of the Michael addition and ternary covalent complex 

formation. However, the combination of these RCs (RC1+RC2) is used to reduce the 

number of calculation points instead of the full individual RCs in 2D-PES scanning. 

Therefore, in this following case, the complex RC distance which  responsible to the 

Michael addition and ternary covalent complex formation is defined in a reducing 

range from 6.4 to 3.2 Å with an interval step of 0.2 Å leading to reduce the number of 

geometries calculation from about 400 to 17 points obviously. Structural geometries 

along the reaction pathways are mainly obtained by fully optimization with B3LYP/6-

31+G*-CHARMM level in an adiabatic mapping procedure similar as the previous 

2D-PES calculation. Moreover, the other DFT methods, BLYP and BH&HLYP, as 

well as the ab initio based SCS-MP2 methods are also comparatively tested.   

 

4.4.1 The effect of QM region size  

 Because the large size of QM region selection leading to the increasing of 

computational cost significantly, then, the optimum relationship between QM size 

selection and accuracy of the calculated result should be considered. Focused on the 

reactive cysteine, the thiolate anion is surrounded by two interesting molecules before 

the reaction is initiated: the R166 and bridged water (Fig. 4.17 (A)). It may be 

considerable to additionally include the R166 side chain and water to be QM region 

further from the minimal reactive C146 and two dUMP and mTHF substrate 

fragments for more accuracy results. Here, the three types of QM regions are selected: 

I) the minimal QM size which composed by the C146 side chain, uracil and 

deoxyribose of dUMP and pteridine of mTHF II) the minimal QM size with R166 

side chain and III) the minimal QM size with R166 side chain and the stabilized 

water. The QM/MM total energy together with its separated components in QM, QM 

with no dispersion and MM energies along the reaction pathway of each selected 

model is monitored and compared as shown in the Fig. 4.17 (B).      
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Figure 4.17 (A) Conformational structure of dUMP, mTHF and the surrounded 

residues focused on the thiolate anion of C146 (B) The QM/MM contribution energies 

in terms of QM, QM without dispersion and MM component for the studied system 

with three different QM regions along the complexed reaction coordinate 

 

 A single transition state and product species are detected in all different QM 

size models as indicated in the QM/MM total energy profile (black line). However, 

the R166 side chain excluded in the QM region (model I) seems to significantly effect 

to the energetic profile by ~20 kcal/mol of MM lowered whereas a nearly constant 

profile are found in the other two included R166 systems (model II). Without R166 in 

QM region, its side chain may change conformation and interacts with the other MM 

residues leading to a more MM energy stabilization during the reaction proceeding. 

The additional stabilization energy by R166 is accounted to the part of QM energy as 

clearly seen by the lower magnitude of QM energy component (red line). In the later 

QM model (III) an including of the stabilized water to the QM part does not effect to 

the energy profile significantly as indicated by the mostly identical energy 

components to the system model II. Therefore, the result allows us to summarize that 

the optimum QM region should be composed of the dUMP and mTHF fragments, 

reactive C146 side chain and also R166 side chain.  
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4.4.2 The effect of DFT methods  

Although the B3LYP is the popular DFT functional used and accepted in 

QM/MM calculation, the two other DFT methods, BLYP and BH&HLYP, are also 

tested. The QM/MM geometry optimization is calculated at 6-31+G*, 6-31++G** and 

6-311+G** basis sets on each DFT functional to obtain the reaction energy profiles 

on this system with the QM model II. The calculated energy profile results are given 

in the Fig. 4.18.  

 

 

Figure 4.18 Comparison of QM/MM optimization energy profiles where the QM 

region are treated by B3LYP, BLYP and BH&HLYP methods at 6-31+G* basis set 

 

 

 It can be considered from the figure that the obtained QM/MM energy profiles 

are presented in the different patterns between DFT methods applied. Noticeably, the 

BH&HLYP optimized result generates the lower activation energy barrier and more 

stable methylene bridging intermediate compared to B3LYP and BLYP results. The 

energy profile difference may be resulted from optimized structural geometries or 

possibly the particular exchange-correlation function of each functional in energy 

calculation process.  
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To clarify this problem, the single point energy calculation by BLYP and 

BH&HLYP methods at 6-31+G* basis set is performed on the B3LYP optimized 

structures along the reaction pathway. The obtained results are shown in Fig. 4.19. In 

addition, the single point energy profile results are relatively compared with their 

fully optimizations (Fig. 4.18) for better understanding.  

 

 

 

Figure 4.19 Energy profiles comparison at 6-31+G* basis set between the individual 

DFT optimized and single point energies from BLYP and BH&HLYP methods on the 

B3LYP based structures 

  

 

 It is clearly seen from the result that single point energy profiles on the 

B3LYP based structure by BLYP and BH&HLYP methods are presented in the 

similar pattern with their fully optimization energy profiles.  Therefore, we can 

summarize from this information that the different pattern of energy profiles is caused 

from its unique calculated procedure (exchange-correlation function, for example) 

rather than the geometry structure reason. This finding leads us to use the higher 

accuracy method, such as the SCS-MP2, for determining reaction energy profile 

further.   
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4.4.3 Activation energy barrier from MP2 and SCS-MP2 calculation 

 Due to the different energy profile patterns in DFTs, single point energy 

calculation (on the B3LYP/6-31+G* based structures) at higher level by MP2 and 

SCS-MP2 methods with cc-pVDZ, aug-cc-pVDZ, cc-pVTZ and aug-cc-pVTZ basis 

sets is required for reaction energy profile with higher accuracy where the results are 

shown in the Fig. 4.20. Noticeably, the MP2 and SCS-MP2 energy profiles are 

presented in the similar pattern as the previous BH&HLYP calculation.  

 According to the plots, the basis set effect between aug-cc-pVDZ and aug-cc-

pVTZ used in both MP2 and SCS-MP2 methods is found by ~4 kcal/mol difference 

possibly from the size of basis set function in double zeta and triple zeta expansion. 

Based on the assumption that the larger basis set expansion should give more 

accuracy calculated result than the smaller one, then, activation energy barrier 

corresponding to the Michael addition and ternary covalent complex formation 

between mTHF and dUMP (or its analogues) will be investigated by the SCS-MP2 

method with SCS-MP2/aug-cc-pVTZ basis set further.       

 

 

 

Figure 4.20 Single point energy profiles of MP2 and SCS-MP2 methods in cc-pVDZ, 

aug-cc-pVDZ, cc-pVTZ and aug-cc-pVTZ basis sets using the B3LYP/6-31+G* 

based structures  
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To avoid the snapshot dependent problem, reaction energy profile of each 

complexed system is calculated in three different structures extracted from the 

molecular dynamics simulation with a consequence of B3LYP/6-31+G* optimization. 

In addition, it is well known from the experimental studies that BrdUMP analogue 

cannot follow the Michael addition and ternary covalent complex formation 

successfully due to the interference of dehalogenation reaction (–Br and –I 

elimination itself) during the nucleophilic attack as confirmed by the 340 nm peak in 

spectrophotometry technique[60], therefore, investigation of the dUMP halogen 

analogues is truncated to the FdUMP and CldUMP systems instead.  

 

 

 

Figure 4.21 Single point energy profiles responsible to the Michael addition and 

ternary covalent complex formation using SCS-MP2/aug-cc-pVTZ method for the 

three different snapshots of dUMP, FdUMP and CldUMP ternary complexes  
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Figure 4.22 Single point energy profiles responsible to the Michael addition and 

ternary covalent complex formation using SCS-MP2/aug-cc-pVTZ method for the 

three different snapshots of NH2dUMP, OHdUMP, CNdUMP and NO2dUMP ternary 

complexes 

 

 

The energy profile results are shown in the Fig. 4.21 for dUMP, FdUMP and 

CldUMP halogen analogues and in Fig. 4.22 for the NH2dUMP, OHdUMP, CNdUMP 

and NO2dUMP analogues. In addition, the activation energy barrier for all dUMP 

analogues is summarized in table 4.3 and compared with the experimental values. By 

considering on the halogen analogue results, the averaged activation energy barrier 

values of the FdUMP and CldUMP are of 23.7 and 24.8 kcal/mol respectively while 

the native dUMP substrate requires the lower magnitude at 19.7 kcal/mol. 

Interestingly, activation energy values of our calculation in dUMP and FdUMP are 

closely related to the experimental information (18.3 and 19.9 kcal/mol) suggesting 

the reasonably of selected model and the high accuracy of calculation.  
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It is well known that FdUMP analogue can form methylene bridging 

intermediate inside the thymidylate synthase as well as the dUMP substrate. 

Therefore, the Michael addition and ternary covalent complex formation in CldUMP 

analogue could be proceed in according to the relatively similar activation energy 

requirement with FdUMP analogue. Taken together with the tight binding of CldUMP 

analogue in our previous MD study (section 4.1), the CldUMP analogue is proposed 

to be the new potent candidate inhibitor against the thymidylate synthase due to the 

high affinity of the binding and similar range of activation energy value with the 

conventional FdUMP anticancer drug.  

Besides, activation energy barrier of the electron withdrawing and donating 

dUMP analogues is presented in a significantly higher value compared to the halogen 

analogues. Interestingly, dUMP analogues substituted by an electron withdrawing 

group (CNdUMP and NO2dUMP) require lower activation energy than the donating 

substituted analogues (NH2dUMP and OHdUMP) by 10 kcal/mol approximately. The 

mean activation energy values are of 29.35 and 34.28 kcal/mol for CNdUMP and 

NO2dUMP analogues which are 10 and 15 kcal/mol higher than the native dUMP 

substrate respectively. Unlike the previous QSAR studied, reactivity (also be 

indicated by activation energy of the reaction) of the Michael addition and ternary 

covalent complex formation is not possibly increased when C-5 position of dUMP is 

substituted by an electron withdrawing such as cyanide or nitro functional groups. 

However, the high activation energy requirement prediction in the donating 

substituted analogues, like NH2dUMP and OHdUMP, well supports with the QSAR 

proposed obviously.  
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Table 4.3 Activation energy barrier responsible to the Michael addition and ternary 

covalent complex formation for all dUMP analogues obtained from the SCS-

MP2/aug-cc-pVTZ method in comparison with the experimental values 

 

dUMP analogues ∆E‡
cal,1 ∆E‡

cal,2 ∆E‡
cal,3 ∆E‡

cal,avg SD  ∆E‡
exp

[23] 

dUMP 21.14 19.42 18.52 19.70 1.33  18.3 

FdUMP 23.90 25.13 22.02 23.69 1.57  19.9 

CldUMP 25.07 24.51 24.90 24.83 0.29  N.D. 

  

NH2dUMP 40.73 44.33 38.43 41.16 2.97  N.D. 

OHdUMP 43.30 45.65 40.12 43.02 2.78  N.D. 

CNdUMP 29.69 28.68 29.67 29.35 0.58  N.D. 

NO2dUMP 35.79 34.24 32.80 34.28 1.50  N.D. 

 
*N.D. = no data 
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Figure 4.23 The critical distances directly and indirectly responsible to the Michael 

addition, ternary covalent complex formation in the TS/XdUMP/mTHF ternary 

complex  

 

 

The critical distances, d1-d5, which are participated with Michael addition and 

ternary covalent complex formation reaction are measured and averaged from three 

snapshots in reactant, transition state and product species of all analogues (table 4.4). 

As clearly seen from the table, the main difference is found in product in which 

complex RC value at 3.4 Å but are shifted to 3.6 Å in NH2dUMP, OHdUMP, 

CNdUMP and NO2dUMP analogues. This is due to an increasing of steric hindrance 

compared to the halogen atom substitution. Interestingly, the bridged water is strongly 

detected and stabilized to the reactive cysteine (d3) as observed in an almost distance 

in a range between 3.1-3.3 Å in all systems excepted for the NH2dUMP analogue (3.9 

Å).  
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Table 4.4 The averaged critical distances (d1-d5 defined in Fig. 4.23) responsible to 

Michael addition, ternary complex formation for reactant, transition state and product 

structures of all dUMP analogues.   

 

 

reactant TS product 

dUMP 

d1 3.21 2.29 1.85 

d2 3.19 1.91 1.56 

d3 3.23 3.20 3.20 

d4 2.71 2.72 2.71 

d5 3.18 3.22 3.23 

FdUMP 

d1 3.13 2.34 1.86 

d2 3.26 1.86 1.55 

d3 3.29 3.29 3.30 

d4 3.19 3.22 3.22 

d5 3.08 3.09 3.10 

CldUMP 

d1 3.37 2.27 1.85 

d2 3.03 1.94 1.56 

d3 3.19 3.38 3.45 

d4 3.20 3.20 3.21 

d5 3.22 3.27 3.29 
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reactant TS product 

NH2dUMP 
d1 3.17 2.44 1.97 
d2 3.23 1.76 1.64 
d3 3.88 3.91 3.92 
d4 2.70 2.70 2.71 
d5 3.67 3.80 3.81 

OHdUMP 
d1 3.22 2.44 1.95 
d2 3.18 1.77 1.65 
d3 3.30 3.32 3.33 
d4 2.85 2.91 2.91 
d5 3.24 3.34 3.35 

CNdUMP 
d1 3.24 2.04 1.94 
d2 3.17 2.17 1.67 
d3 3.32 3.34 3.35 
d4 2.93 3.01 3.03 
d5 2.96 2.96 2.97 

NO2dUMP 
d1 3.19 2.07 1.93 
d2 3.20 2.14 1.68 
d3 3.15 3.16 3.16 
d4 2.88 2.88 2.87 
d5 3.18 3.20 3.21 
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CHAPTER V 

CONCLUSIONS 

 

Molecular dynamics simulation was used to investigate molecular behaviors 

including intermolecular interaction, binding affinity and dynamical property of the 

mTHF, dUMP and its various analogues with thymidylate synthase enzyme. In 

complementary with the Quantum Mechanics/Molecular Mechanics approach, 

reactivity of Michael addition and ternary covalent complex formation for the dUMP 

substrate and its analogues was studied in terms of reaction energy pathway, 

activation barrier and the critical structures (reactant, transition state and product).  

In molecular dynamics simulation part, the effect of functional substitutions    

(–F, –Cl, –Br, –NH2, –OH, –CN and –NO2) on the C-5 position of dUMP substrate 

towards the enzyme stability is investigated by means of molecular dynamics 

simulation technique in ternary complex with mTHF cofactor. Both of dUMP and its 

analogues were dominantly stabilized by the TS residues through electrostatic 

interactions including charge-charge and hydrogen bond interactions, whereas the less 

stabilization was found for mTHF. The number of hydrogen bond formation is highly 

detected at the phosphate moiety of dUMP/XdUMP by the four surrounded arginines 

R21, R166, R126(B) and R127(B) like a conserved interaction in all systems. 

Interestingly, an additionally unique hydrogen bond between the hydroxyl group of 

Y94 and FdUMP, CNdUMP, NO2dUMP, OHdUMP and NH2dUMP was observed in 

both medium (OHdUMP and NH2dUMP) or strong (FdUMP, CNdUMP, NO2dUMP, 

OHdUMP) interaction strength. Prior to Michael addition, the R166 plays a role to 

stabilize the negative C146 via the strong charge-charge interaction which is well 

supported by the narrow and sharp peak of at ~3.2 Å in both dUMP native substrate 

and its analogues. Moreover, the distance between the S- atom of the reactive C146 

and the C6 atom of dUMP related to Michael addition at 2.7-3.7 Å in all systems 

suggested that, in the meaning of force field based method, the Michael addition on 

the C-6 position of the dUMP may possibly proceed in all dUMP analogues. Based on 

the MM/PBSA binding free energy prediction, the dUMP (or its analogues) shows 
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stronger binding with TS than the mTHF by c.a. 3 times dominantly. The order of 

averaged binding affinity is: CldUMP (-100.3) ~ FdUMP (-96.8) > dUMP (-86.3) > 

BrdUMP (-77.8) and CNdUMP (-110.8) ~ NO2dUMP (-109.0) > OHdUMP (-102.6) 

~ NH2dUMP (-101.2) in kcal/mol.  

In quantum mechanics/molecular mechanics part, we have determined that the 

Michael addition and ternary covalent complex formation between dUMP and mTHF 

substrates to form the methylene bridging intermediate occur via a concerted 

mechanism. Therefore the keto-enolate intermediate, which is uniquely proposed in 

the stepwise mechanism, should not be considered further. Indeed, experimental 

information such as: i) simultaneous occurrence of the several steps (imidazolidine 

activation, Michael addition and covalent bonding formation) during mTHF cofactor 

tight binding; and ii) unseparable kinetic rate of Michael addition from the ternary 

covalent complex formation also agree and support the concerted mechanism 

determination indirectly. Altogether, these findings are very useful for mechanism-

based drug design because future attention should be focused on increasing Michael 

addition reactivity rather than stabilization of the keto-enolate.  

The several testing of high-level QM/MM calculations on the ternary complex 

of dUMP, mTHF and thymidylate synthase provides an important information as 

follows: the QM region must be composed by the dUMP and mTHF fragments, C146 

and R166 side chains at least; and the optimized energy profiles based on different 

DFT functionals are presented in very dissimilar pattern. The very high level of SCS-

MP2 method with aug-cc-pVTZ basis set is selected for exact energy profile 

determination which is confirmed by the experimental values in the small value of 

activation energy difference less than 1.5 and 4 kcal/mol for dUMP and FdUMP. Due 

to the similar activation energy requirement with FdUMP anticancer drug and high 

affinity of the binding in CldUMP analogue, we could propose the CldUMP analogue 

to be the newly potent candidate inhibitor against thymidylate synthase.  
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